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In this module, through a series of tutorials, we are introducing and using the General-

Purpose Input Output (GPIO) pins on our Raspberry Pi board. 

This powerful feature of the Raspberry Pi is the row of pins along the top edge of the 

board. A 40-pin GPIO header is found on all current Raspberry Pi boards. 

Most of the functionality of the Raspberry Pi comes from these pins, so we will learn 

how to control and interact with them using the Python programming language.
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Once you have followed this module, you will be able to:

• Understand what a Raspberry Pi GPIO pin is and its basic functionality

• Make basic circuits with LEDs, buzzers, sensors and connect them to Raspberry Pi

GPIO pins

• Set up, control and program GPIO pins using Python language

• Utilize the main constructs and syntax of the Python language including functions,

variables, for loops, while loops, if statements
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TOPIC 1 Introduction to Raspberry Pi GPIO

TOPIC 2 Blink an LED with Raspberry Pi GPIO Pins and Python

TOPIC 3 Activate buzzer with input from a push button

TOPIC 4 Input from a Sensor via GPIO
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1

In this topic we introduce the Raspberry Pi GPIO. This is the row of pins along the top 

edge of the board. A 40-pin header is found on all current Raspberry Pi boards. Most of 

the functionality of the Raspberry Pi comes from these pins which can be configured and 

controlled using a programming language.

Once you have followed this module, you will be able to:

• Understand what a Raspberry Pi GPIO pin is and its basic functionality

• Make basic circuits with LEDs, buzzers, sensors and connect them to Raspberry Pi

GPIO pins

Introduction to Raspberry Pi GPIO (1/3)

LEARNING OUTCOMES



1

The first thing we want to do is familiarize ourselves with which of the pins we can use, 

their naming/numbering, and what they do. The diagram above shows the standard 

Broadcom (BCM) pin names. Note that the numbering of the GPIO pins is not in 

numerical order.

All those pins colored in yellow are your typical GPIO pins. The black ones are the ground 

pins and the rest are the voltage pins at 5V or 3.3V. The order of pins never changes, no 

matter which version of the Raspberry Pi model B you have, starting from the top down. 

Introduction to Raspberry Pi GPIO (2/3)

Diagram of standard Broadcom (BCM) pin names



1

Voltage and Ground pins: Two 5V pins and two 3.3V pins are present on the board, as 

well as a number of ground pins (0V), which are unconfigurable. The Ground pins should 

be considered as one of the most important pins because any circuit we make should be 

connected to one of them, otherwise we may damage the board or cause unexpected 

behaviour. The remaining pins are all general purpose 3.3V pins, meaning outputs are 

set to 3.3V and inputs are expected to be at 3.3V.

Outputs: A GPIO pin designated as an output pin can be set to high (3.3V) or low (0V).

Inputs: A GPIO pin designated as an input pin can be read as high (3.3V) or low (0V). 

The GPIO pins have basically two states: HIGH or LOW, and we can combine these binary 

choices to create many more outcomes with circuits to interact with the physical world 

with our programs. 

Introduction to Raspberry Pi GPIO (3/3)



2

In this first tutorial we will use the high and low signals of GPIO pins 

to turn on an LED light with our programming.

Once you have followed this module, you will be able to:

• Make a basic circuit with LEDs and connect them to Raspberry Pi GPIO pins

• Understand the LOW and HIGH states of a Raspberry Pi GPIO pin

• Develop and run a simple program in Python to control a GPIO pin

Blink an LED with Raspberry Pi GPIO Pins and Python (1/5)

LEARNING OUTCOMES



2 Blink an LED with Raspberry Pi GPIO Pins and Python (2/5)

Schematic diagram of circuit with LED connected to GPIO pins 

Before you proceed, turn off your Raspberry Pi and unplug it. For our circuit, we will

need a breadboard, an LED, a resistor of 1K Ohm and two jumper wires. The complete

circuit is shown in the schematic diagram.



2 Blink an LED with Raspberry Pi GPIO Pins and Python (3/5)

From the top-left desktop menu select Programming and then Python3 integrated 

development environment In simple steps you first create a new Python file then 

begin to code.



2 Blink an LED with Raspberry Pi GPIO Pins and Python (4/5)

The complete script is as shown above. 

Various comment lines are inserted for convenience.

.

################################################

# first import libraries and set gpio numbering mode

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO

import time

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)

# setup pin of LED as output and turn it on

GPIO.setup(18, GPIO.OUT)

GPIO.output(18, GPIO.HIGH)

# sleep for 3 seconds and then turn off LED

time.sleep(3)

GPIO.output(18, GPIO.LOW)

# cleanup gpio before exiting

GPIO.cleanup()

################################################



2 Blink an LED with Raspberry Pi GPIO Pins and Python (5/5)

When we run the program, the result should be that the LED turns on 

for three seconds. 

You may continue and add more LEDs in your circuit and 

code. Or add a buzzer to make sound. 

You may also try to practice more constructs of the 

Python language such as for loops and while loops 

to blink the LED several times or with some sequence 

of time intervals etc.



3 Activate buzzer with input from a push button (1/3)

LEARNING OUTCOMES

In this tutorial we will use two different GPIO pins. One will be set up 

as input and the other as output. We will learn to control them with 

our program in Python.

Once you have followed this module, you will be able to:

• Make a basic circuit with a buzzer and push button and connect them 

to Raspberry Pi GPIO pins

• Understand the difference between an input and an output GPIO pin

• Develop and run a program in Python to control the GPIO pins



3 Activate buzzer with input from a push button (2/3)

Schematic diagram of circuit with push button

and buzzer connected to GPIO pins

We first try to use a GPIO pin as input. For this we

need a push button and a circuit as shown in the

schematic diagram below. In this case we use a

buzzer instead of an LED, which is connected to GPIO

pin 18. In our program we will set this pin as output.

We also connect a push button to GPIO pin 24 which

we will set up as input. The other end of the button

should be connected to the 3.3V voltage pin of

Raspberry Pi via a resistor. Thus, when we push the

button, GPIO pin 24 will be in HIGH state, i.e. in 3.3V.



3 Activate buzzer with input from a push button (3/3)

The complete script is as shown here. 

In brief, in our program we first import the Python 

modules that we need. 

Then we set up the GPIO pins for buzzer and 

button as output and input respectively. Then, just 

to check, we turn on the buzzer for 3 sec. 

At the end we start a while loop that runs forever. 

In the loop we check if the input pin is in high 

state. If yes, then this means that the button is 

pushed and so we want to set the output pin to be 

high to turn on the buzzer. Otherwise the output 

pin is set low so that buzzer is turned off. 

################################################

# first import modules and gpio numbering mode

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO

import time

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)

GPIO.cleanup()

# pin for buzzer (or led)

pin_out = 18

GPIO.setup(pin_out, GPIO.OUT)

# pin for push button

pin_button = 24

GPIO.setup(pin_button, GPIO.IN)

# turn on buzzer for 3 sec

GPIO.output(pin_out, GPIO.HIGH)

time.sleep(3)

GPIO.output(pin_out, GPIO.LOW)

# do this loop forever! Press Ctrl-C to stop it

# When button is pressed then buzzer is on

while True:

if GPIO.input(pin_button) == GPIO.HIGH:

print("button pushed")

GPIO.output(pin_out, GPIO.HIGH)

else :

GPIO.output(pin_out, GPIO.LOW)

################################################



4

In this tutorial, we introduce a new sensor, the HC-SR04 ultrasonic distance sensor,

along with handling GPIO input.

The HC-SR04 distance sensor measures distance based on emitting a sound burst, and

timing how long it takes to receive the echo back. Using the known constant that is the

speed of sound, we can mathematically determine the distance of any object in front of

this sensor by simply measuring how much time passed while the sound waves were

emitted, hit the object in front of the sensor, bounced back, and came back to the

sensor.

Once you have followed this module, you will be able to:

• Make a more complex circuit with distance sensor and connect it to Raspberry Pi

GPIO pins

• Develop and run a more complex program in Python to control and read the sensor

Input from a Sensor via GPIO (1/5)

LEARNING OUTCOMES



4 Input from a Sensor via GPIO (2/5)

Schematic diagram of circuit with distance 

sensor connected to GPIO pins

For this circuit you will need:

• breadboard

• 4x Male-to-Female jumper wire cables

• 1x 1K Ohm and 1x 2K Ohm resistor, or 3x 1K Ohm 

resistors

• 1x HC-SR04 ultrasonic distance sensor

The distance sensor comes with 4 pins: power (VCC), 

trigger (TRIG), echo (ECHO), and ground (GND). The 

power pin will be connected to the Raspberry Pi's 5V 

pin, trigger will be assigned to a GPIO pin as output, 

echo will be assigned to a GPIO pin as input, and 

ground will be connected to a ground pin on the 

Raspberry Pi.

The schematic diagram shows the complete setup.



4 Input from a Sensor via GPIO (3/5)

The complete program script is as shown here. 

In brief, we first import the Python modules that 

we need. 

Then we define TRIG and ECHO pins and set 

them up as output and input respectively. 

Then we emit a burst of ultrasound from the 

sensor. We need to measure the time it takes 

for the burst’s echo to be detected back by the 

sensor (see next slide).  

################################################

# first import libraries and set gpio numbering mode 

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO

import time

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)

# define TRIG and ECHO pins and set them up as output and input

TRIG = 4

ECHO = 18

GPIO.setup(TRIG,GPIO.OUT)

GPIO.setup(ECHO,GPIO.IN)

# emit a burst of ultrasound

GPIO.output(TRIG, True)

time.sleep(0.00001)

GPIO.output(TRIG, False)

# measure time interval

while GPIO.input(ECHO) == False:

tstart = time.time()

while GPIO.input(ECHO) == True:

tend = time.time()

sig_time = tend-tstart

# calulate distance and print value

distance = sig_time * 34326.* 0.5

print("signal(sec), distance(cm):", sig_time, distance)

# cleanup gpio before exiting 

GPIO.cleanup()

################################################



4 Input from a Sensor via GPIO (4/5)

When we finally do get an input time, we can 

subtract the end time from the start time and 

calculate distance by multiplying by the speed of 

sound. The speed of sound in dry air at 20 °C is 

343.26 m/sec.

Note also that we need to multiply by ½ because 

the sound burst is emitted by the sensor, travels 

until is bounced on an object and travels back to 

sensor to be detected  

At the end we print the distance, and then clean 

up the pins. 

Your final output should be something like: 

signal(sec), distance(cm): 0.001 17.163

################################################

# first import libraries and set gpio numbering mode 

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO

import time

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)

# define TRIG and ECHO pins and set them up as output and input

TRIG = 4

ECHO = 18

GPIO.setup(TRIG,GPIO.OUT)

GPIO.setup(ECHO,GPIO.IN)

# emit a burst of ultrasound

GPIO.output(TRIG, True)

time.sleep(0.00001)

GPIO.output(TRIG, False)

# measure time interval

while GPIO.input(ECHO) == False:

tstart = time.time()

while GPIO.input(ECHO) == True:

tend = time.time()

sig_time = tend-tstart

# calulate distance and print value

distance = sig_time * 34326.* 0.5

print("signal(sec), distance(cm):", sig_time, distance)

# cleanup gpio before exiting 

GPIO.cleanup()

################################################



4 Input from a Sensor via GPIO (5/5)

You may continue by combining circuits and codes 

from this tutorial and the previous ones in order to 

add one or more elements like an LED or buzzer 

as shown in this schematic



5 Make a Proximity Alarm or Stop-light (1/5)

LEARNING OUTCOMES

In this tutorial, we will put together what we have learned so far to create a proximity

alarm or stop-light, like the ones that cars have in order to assist drivers when they are

parking their cars.

The main idea of a proximity alarm or stop-light is to show green when there is plenty of

room, turn yellow as distance is decreased, and then red when a minimum distance is

reached, i.e. the vehicle should stop. We're going to build this system by combining the

circuits and the code we developed in our previous tutorials.

Once you have followed this module, you will be able to:

• Make more complex circuits with multiple elements and connect them to 

Raspberry Pi GPIO pins

• Develop and run more complex programs in Python



5 Make a Proximity Alarm or Stop-light (2/5)

Schematic diagram of circuit with distance 

sensor and LEDs connected to GPIO pins

For this circuit you will need the distance sensor circuit 

from the previous tutorial and add the circuits for the 

three LED lights. 

The schematic diagram shows the complete setup.



5 Make a Proximity Alarm or Stop-light (3/5)

For the program in Python we need to modify 

our previous distance sensor script and 

introduce a continuous while loop and turn 

certain parts of the code into functions.

The complete program script is as shown in this 

and the next slides. 

################################################

# first import libraries and set gpio numbering mode 

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO

import time

GPIO.setwarnings(False)

# doing this first, since we're using a while True.

GPIO.cleanup()

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)

# define TRIG and ECHO pins and set them up as output and input

TRIG = 4

ECHO = 18

GPIO.setup(TRIG,GPIO.OUT)

GPIO.setup(ECHO,GPIO.IN)

# function to get distance value

def get_distance():

# emit a burst of ultrasound 

GPIO.output(TRIG, True)

time.sleep(0.00001)

GPIO.output(TRIG, False)

# end of part 1 out of 3



5 Make a Proximity Alarm or Stop-light (4/5)

# measure time interval 

while GPIO.input(ECHO) == False:

tstart = time.time()

while GPIO.input(ECHO) == True:

tend = time.time()

sig_time = tend-tstart

# Distance in cm

distance = sig_time * 34326.* 0.5

#print("signal(sec), distance(cm):", sig_time, distance)

return distance

# define pins for LEDs and setup them as outputs

GREEN = 17

YELLOW = 27

RED = 22

GPIO.setup(GREEN,GPIO.OUT)

GPIO.setup(YELLOW,GPIO.OUT)

GPIO.setup(RED,GPIO.OUT)

# function to turn on green, turn off yellow and red

def green_light():

GPIO.output(GREEN, GPIO.HIGH)

GPIO.output(YELLOW, GPIO.LOW)

GPIO.output(RED, GPIO.LOW)

# end of part 2 out of 3

# function to turn on yellow, turn off green and red def 

yellow_light():

GPIO.output(GREEN, GPIO.LOW)

GPIO.output(YELLOW, GPIO.HIGH)

GPIO.output(RED, GPIO.LOW)

# function to turn on red, turn off yellow and green 

def red_light():

GPIO.output(GREEN, GPIO.LOW)

GPIO.output(YELLOW, GPIO.LOW)

GPIO.output(RED, GPIO.HIGH)

# loop that runs forever

while True:

distance = get_distance()

time.sleep(0.05)

print(distance)

# check distance and turn on light accordingly

if distance >= 30:

green_light()

elif 30 > distance > 10:

yellow_light()

elif distance <= 10:

red_light()

################################################

# end of part 3 out of 3



5 Make a Proximity Alarm or Stop-light (5/5)

• So when everything is set up correctly, then if

the distance is greater than or equal to 30 cm,

we show a green light. If it's between 10 and

30 cm, we'll turn yellow, and then we'll turn red

for less than or equal to 10 cm.

• When we run this program our alarm device

will indicate lots of space (with green light),

getting closer (yellow light), stop (red light)

• You may continue and add a buzzer to your

alarm to make sound according to distance.

Schematic diagram of circuit with distance 
sensor, LED and buzzer connected to GPIO pins 



With this module we learned, understood and practiced the following:

• What a Raspberry Pi GPIO pin is and its basic functionality

• How to make basic circuits with LEDs, buzzers, sensors and connect them to 

Raspberry Pi GPIO pins

• How to set up, control and program GPIO pins using Python language

• Familiarization with and utilization of the main constructs and syntax of the Python 

language including functions, variables, for loops, while loops, if statements

CONCLUSIONS

MODULE 4



APA style reference systemREFERENCES

• Raspberry Pi GPIO: 

https://www.raspberrypi.org/documentation/usage/gpio/

• Physical Computing with Python: 

https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/projects/physical-computing
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1. Getting started with Python programming and the Raspberry Pi: 

https://raspberrypihq.com/getting-started-with-python-programming-and-the-

raspberry-pi/

2. The Python Tutorial: https://docs.python.org/3/tutorial/

3. The MagPi magazine: https://www.raspberrypi.org/magpi/

EXTRA RESOURCES
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Raspberry Pi GPIO

Raspberry Pi GPIO is the row of pins along the top edge of the board. A 40-pin header is 
found on all current Raspberry Pi boards. Most of the functionality of the Raspberry Pi comes 
from these pins which can be configured and controlled using a programming language. Any 
of the GPIO pins can be designated in software as an input or output pin and used for a wide 
range of purposes such as to control LEDs, buzzers, motors, servos, to interact with sensors, 
to communicate with other devices, etc.

Python

Python is an interpreted, object-oriented, high-level programming language. Python has 
simple, easy to learn syntax that emphasizes readability and therefore reduces the overall 
time needed to learn it and to develop and maintain a program. Python supports modules 
and packages, which encourages program modularity and code reuse. The Python interpreter 
and the extensive standard library are available in source or binary form without charge for 
all major platforms and can be freely distributed.
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